In the past decade, the rapid popularization of smartphone has provided a promising direction for human activity recognition. Despite identifying a variety of movements without any complicated wearable device, the smartphone-based activity recognition is still deeply affected by the differences between users and phone locations. To overcome this problem, post-process attempts to correct the errors in the classified activity sequence. In consideration of both the activity sequence continuity and the recognition result confidence, we propose WOODY, a novel post-process method that locates and corrects the errors in a classified activity sequence just like Woody Woodpecker pecking holes to catch the pests. In our method, the recognition result is considered as the weighted observation state, and a weighted observation hidden Markov model (WOHMM) is built to model the classified activity sequence. Consequently, a sequence labeling algorithm of the WOHMM is also designed to modify those recognition results with low confidence. To validate the effectiveness of WOODY, we make a series of contrast experiments on two public data sets collected from real scenarios. The results show that WOODY is not only able to improve the recognition accuracy but also significantly enhance the robustness.
I. INTRODUCTION A. BACKGROUND
The sensor-based human activity recognition has been a key research field for future applications such as behavior tracking [1] , [2] , health monitoring [3] , [4] , indoor localization [5] , [6] , fall detection [7] , [8] and so on. In the past decade, the rapid popularity of smartphone provides a promising direction for activity recognition, which leverages the builtin sensors rather than the complicated wearable devices. Currently, the smartphones are equipped with a variety of sensors such as accelerometer, gyroscope and compass. These sensors can capture the human body movements and generate real-time data. Therefore, the smartphone-based activity recognition has become a hotspot attracting researchers from academia and industry [9] , [10] .
In view of the large amount of sensing data, supervised learning is the most common technique adopted for activity recognition, in which a model is first built by training the labeled samples, and then used to classify the unlabeled ones [11] , [12] . However, there are still several unsolved problems affecting the performance of smartphone-based activity recognition. First, for the same activity, the sample distributions are different among users [13] , [14] . Second, for one activity of the same person, the sensing data obtained from different body locations are inconsistent [15] , [16] . The first problem makes it difficult to build a common recognition model for all users, and the second one brings a great challenge to improve the performance by removing the location influence. In order to improve the recognition rate, many researchers have made great efforts. Their work can be summarized from three aspects of feature extraction, classification algorithm and post-process [17] , [18] .
B. RELATED WORK
The work of feature extraction focuses on selecting the features which can be used in distinguishing different activities under the influence of individuals and locations. Reference [19] proposes an evaluation framework allowing a rigorous comparison of features extracted by different methods. This framework is used to carry out extensive experiments with state-of-the-art feature learning approaches. In [20] and [21] , a number of features are extracted from the data collected by multiple sensors in order to reduce the influence of individual differences. In [22] , a multi-attribute fusion feature extraction method is proposed for reducing the impact of phone locations. In [23] , a feature extraction method is investigated which models the context information of neighboring samples to reduce the influence of the activity pattern differences. In [24] , the acceleration data are decomposed into the low-frequency and high-frequency types, and the features are respectively extracted from those two types. Additionally, the other works are devoted to the feature engineering issue [25] which selects the optimal features for activity recognition. In [26] , feature selection is performed by using Relief-F and sequential forward floating search from a range of published features. In [27] , a subset of discriminant features is selected with a novel feature selection approach. This feature subset could construct an online activity recognizer with better generalization ability, so as to reduce the smartphone power consumption. Reference [28] proposes the principal component analysis and high-frequency-based feature selection scheme that can characterize the kinematic measurements to distinguish the movements of one person.
Besides, many researchers are devoted to design a classification algorithm with strong generalization to cover a variety of scenarios. In the beginning, some classical classification methods are used in activity recognition, such as Decision Trees(DT) [29] , Support Vector Machine (SVM) [30] , Extreme Learning Machine(ELM) [31] etc. In [32] , three recognition models denoted as the vector model, position activity model and activity model are proposed to make comparison, and the conclusion shows that the activity model is the best. The ELM and Reduced Kernel Extreme Learning Machine (RKELM) are adopted respectively in [33] and [34] . Since their recognition models are dynamically updated by the obtained results, they could migrate between different users and phone locations. In recent years, as the deep learning becomes popular, these classification models are adopted in activity recognition. In [35] , the onedimensional Convolutional Neural Network(1D-CNN) is adopted for activity recognition. A binary classifier is first built for recognizing abstract activities, and then a multiclass CNN model is built for recognizing individual activities. In [36] , the Deep Recurrent Neural Networks(DRNNs) are used for building recognition models that are capable of capturing long-range dependencies in variable-length input sequences. Besides, other works try to perform activity recognition with more complex models. For example, the active learning is applied to alleviate the labeling effort and ground truth data collection in [37] , and a Multi-Sensor Fusion with Ensemble Pruning system (MSF-EP) is designed for multisensor based wearable activity recognition system in [38] . The ensemble learning is adopted for activity recognition in [39] and [40] . These methods exploit the diversity of base classifiers to construct a novel prediction model to improve the recognition rate. The hierarchical classification model is proposed to transform the multi-class classification to multilevel classification in [41] and [42] .
Different from those two approaches, post-process is proposed for correcting the wrong results in the classified sequence according to the context of activities. For example, if the recognized activity sequence is (w, w, s, w, w), the activity s would be wrongly labeled and therefore needs to be corrected in post-process. In this research, some preliminary methods are proposed. Reference [43] proposes a recursive sequence smoothing method. Reference [44] considers the most frequent activity in a subsequence as the final result. References [45] and [46] developed ARshell which applies a Markov smoother to post-process the activity results. These three methods have something in common which do not consider the transition probability, and their performance is poor as activity changes frequently. In other researches, some mathematical models are used. The most popular models are the Hidden Markov Model(HMM) and Conditional Random Field(CRF). In [47] , the activity sequence is first recognized according to the data collected from only one sensor, then the theory of HMM [48] is leveraged to adjust the result sequence. In [49] , an ensemble method of HMM is proposed to recognize activities. In [50] , the author combined the unsupervised learning and HMM to eliminate the difference among users. Similarly, the CRF is adopted in [51] and [52] to model the activity sequence by the data from heterogeneous sensors. In recent years, a novel method named Lowest Cumulative Cost Activity Sequence (LCCAS) is put forward in [53] which adjusts the labeled result sequence according to the classification confidence and activity transition probability.
C. MOTIVATION
Currently, the HMM, CRF and LCCAS are the most popular methods for post-process. Although they can correct the errors in activity sequence, there are still some defects in these methods which affect the performance of post-process.
First, neither HMM-based method nor CRF-based method has taken the advantage of confidence information during post-process. In both of them, the actual labels are regarded as hidden states, and the recognized labels are considered as observations. Given the recognized label sequence, the actual labels can be searched by a sequence labeling algorithm. Consequently, the wrongly labeled sample can be identified and corrected. However, the output of most classification algorithms not only contains the recognized result, but also the confidence values for all the possible activities. Taking a set containing two activities for example, one sample is recognized as (0.9,0.1) and the other is (0.6, 0.4). The final labels of them are the same, but their result confidences are quite different. Low confidence indicates the low probability that the sample is correctly classified, while high confidence means the opposite. Thus, the second sample should be more likely to be modified in post-process. Both of the HMM-based and CRF-based methods only focus on the recognition results, but lose the sight of this important feature. As a result, it is difficult for them to make further improvement on recognition accuracy.
Second, LCCAS is a straightforward method which cannot provide a global optimal solution for post-process. In LCCAS, the product of previous result vector and activity transition matrix is first calculated, then the weighted average between the predicted and actual classified results is obtained. If the activities mapping to the maximum weights in the averaged and classified vectors are inconsistent, the label of current sample should be corrected. Thus, it is likely that the classified results with low confidence to be adjusted. This idea makes LCCAS easy to implement, but difficult to obtain the optimal activity sequence. Moreover, if the previous sample is misclassified, it is more likely to cause incorrectly adjustment for current result than normal. Due to the local view of LCCAS, cumulative error becomes its inevitable defect.
In this paper, we propose WOODY, a novel post-process method based on an improved Hidden Markov Model. WOODY is designed for locating and correcting the errors in the classified activity sequence just like Woody Woodpecker pecks a hole to catch the pests. The novelty of our work lies in the following three aspects.
1) We propose a common post-process framework, which can take any weighted recognition result sequence calculated by the classification algorithms as input, and search the optimal activity sequence by means of observation normalization, parameter learning and Markov modeling. (Section II-A) 2) To correct the wrongly classified results, we present a novel Weighted Observation Hidden Markov Model (WOHMM), which not only focuses on the continuity and transformation of activities but also takes into account the confidence of labeled results. Therefore, WOHMM makes the result with low confidence likely to be modified. (Section II-B) 3) On basis of WOHMM, we design a new sequence labeling algorithm for searching the most probable hidden state sequence. Besides, for each observation, the hidden states with low confidence are filtered out before calculation in order to improve the overall performance. (Section II-C) The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we detail our post-process method WOODY, which is consist of activity recognition framework, WOHMM and sequence labeling algorithm. In Section III, we validate the effectiveness, robustness, time overhead and parameters influence of WOODY by a serious of experiments on public data sets. Finally, the conclusion is summarized in Section IV.
II. WOODY
The main difference between WOODY and previous work is that we not only focus on the context of neighboring activities but also take into account the confidence of each sample in the label sequence. In WOODY, we propose a novel Weighted Observation Hidden Markov Model (WOHMM) in which the classified and actual activity sequences are respectively considered as the observations and hidden states of WOHMM. Therefore, the key of post-process is searching the most possible state sequence from all solutions. To make a full introduction about WOODY, the following paragraphs are organized into three parts: activity recognition framework, WOHMM and sequence labeling algorithm.
A. ACTIVITY RECOGNITION FRAMEWORK
Before introducing WOODY, we first give the activity framework, shown in Fig.1 . As shown in Fig.1 , the whole framework of activity recognition includes three steps. In the first step, a variety of data including acceleration and angular velocity can be collected via the programming interfaces provided by common smartphones. These sensing data are divided into samples with fixed size, and the feature vectors are extracted from those samples. In the second step, those feature vectors are identified by the trained classifier to generate a classification result sequence. These two steps are summarized as feature extraction and classification respectively, shown as the upper and the middle areas in Fig.1 . After the classification, it would be the post-process, which named WOODY in this paper. The overview of WOODY is shown as the lower area in Fig.1 . Since WOODY takes any weighted recognition result as input, it supports most of common classification algorithms including Support Vector Machine (SVM), Extreme Learning Machine (ELM) and etc.
In WOODY, the default activity set is denoted as S = {s 1 , s 2 , · · · s N }, where N is the number of default activities that can be recognized. The classification result of sample i is represented by h i = h is 1 , h is 2 , · · · h is N , where h is j is the weight that sample i is recognized as activity s j , and the classification label of sample i is determined by the index of maximum in h i , as described in (1) .
For T continuous samples, the classified result sequence is denoted as H = {h 1 , h 2 , · · · h T }, and the corresponding recognized label sequence is L = {l 1 , l 2 , · · · l T }. According to these definitions, our post-process framework is described in Algorithm 1.
As shown in Algorithm 1, the classified result sequence H rather than the corresponding label sequence L is taken as input, and the output is the adjusted label sequence A * which corresponding to the hidden state sequence in our WOHMM. The entire progress consists of 4 steps. First, we normalize the classified result vectors in order to meet the definitions of WOHMM which will be detailed in Subsection II-B. The normalization method [31] is shown as
where min(h j ) is the minimum element in vector h j . Second, the corresponding label sequence L is generated according VOLUME 6, 2018 FIGURE 1. Activity recognition framework.
to Equation (1) . In the third step, we use Baum-Welch algorithm [48] to obtain the parameters of WOHMM including transition matrix and observation matrix. Finally, we calculate the most possible state sequence A * by our improved sequence labeling algorithm which will be introduced in Subsection II-C. Our WOHMM is shown in Fig.2 , where
In A, a t represents the actual body activity at time t. As time goes on, the body may remain in the same state or transform to another one. The transition probabilities between different states constitute the transition matrix,
The classified result sequence H = {h 1 , h 2 , · · · h T };
Output:
The adjusted label sequence written as
where q s i s j represents the probability P(a t+1 = s j |a t = s i ), and its subscript means the state at t + 1 is s j on the condition that the state at t is s i . In the observation sequence O, o t and l t are the vector and state observed at time t. Similar to HMM, the observation matrix is defined as
where p s i s j is the probability that the state s i is observed as s j , and it meets two properties of 0 ≤ p s i s j ≤ 1 and
According to the observation probability, we define the weighted observation probability P s i o j . Given an observation vector o j = (o js 1 , o js 2 , . . . o js N ) and the corresponding label l j , the probability that this label is observed by s i can be calculated by the weighted sum of all the observation probabilities according to (5) .
Thus, P s i o j is not only determined by observation probability, but also affected by the weight of each state in observation vector. If the weights of different states are close, the confidence of labeled sample will be low, and the values of P s i o j corresponding to different states will be similar. At this point, the classified label is more likely to be corrected in post-process. Otherwise, the P s i o j of the classified label is obviously larger than other states, and is less likely to be considered as an error. In this way, we achieve modifying the low-confidence results in activity sequence. An example of the weighted observation probability is as follows.
Suppose we have two states s 1 and s 2 . The observation matrix is P = 0.7 0.3 0.2 0.8 . In activity recognition, we obtain two observation vectors denoted as o 1 = (0.9, 0.1) and o 2 = (0.6, 0.4) respectively. As we know, the labels of these two samples are both s 1 In the following sequence labeling, the probability of sequences which contain o 1 is also larger than that of o 2 . In other words, the label of o 2 is easier to be modified. Another important parameter of WOHMM is the initial state vector, which describes the probability that each state occurs when t = 1. The initial vector π is defined as
where β s i is the probability that the hidden state at t = 1 is s i . So it equals to P(a 1 = s i ). Besides, β s i meets two properties of 0 ≤ β s i ≤ 1 and
To sum up, we define our WOHMM as
which contains four parts of default state set S, transition matrix Q, observation matrix P and initial state vector π . Finally, our post-process can be summarized as the problem that searching the most probable state sequence on given conditions of λ and O.
C. SEQUENCE LABELING ALGORITHM
Since the assumptions of WOHMM have been improved on basis of classic HMM, the common Viterbi algorithm does not apply to our new problem. In this subsection, we propose a new sequence labeling algorithm for searching the most probable state sequence in WOHMM. Before the details of algorithm, we introduce two variables. 1) Given λ and O, for all the possible hidden state sequences with s i at time t(t > 1), δ t (s i ) is the maximum probability corresponding to the optimal sequence among all the candidates, and it is denoted as max On basis of the above two definitions, our new sequence labeling algorithm is described in Algorithm 2. Since the low-weight element in observation vector indicates that the probability of corresponding hidden state is low, we set a filter for each hidden state before calculation. If the weight of one state is less than the specified threshold ρ, it is considered not to appear in the final state sequence. ρ is set in the 1st and 8th step of Algorithm 2. After filtering, the set of hidden states for each sample is a subset of the default state set S. As time goes on, the subset will also change. In this way, the states with low weights in observation vector will be excluded from the calculation for optimal state sequence. Therefore, we can reduce the overhead of time and computation without affecting the final result. 
Output:
Hidden state sequence A * = {a * 1 , a * 2 , · · · , a * T }; δ t−1 = δ t−1 /sum(δ t−1 ); //Normalization 8:
for ∀s i ∈ φ t do 10: The process of Algorithm 2 is divided into three parts, parameter initialization, state space traversal, and backtracking. In the initialization stage, we calculate the values of δ 1 (s i ) and ψ 1 (s i ). When t = 1, δ 1 (s i ) is set to the product of initial probability β s i and observation probability P s i o 1 , and ψ 1 (s i ) is set to invalid according to its definition. In the second stage, we start a recursion to traverse the state space of activity sequence. For each possible state s i at time t, the maximum probability δ t (s i ) is calculated as the optimization of all the possible hidden state sequences. Meanwhile, on premise of s i at t, the previous state ψ t (s i ) can also be determined by the maximum of products of δ t−1 (s j ) and transition probability q s j s i . Therefore, for any state s i at time t, we can find the optimal state sequence with the highest probability, and also determine its previous state. Since the results of δ t (s i ) and ψ t (s i ) are recursively calculated by δ t−1 (s i ), we can obtain the values of δ T (s i ) corresponding to all possible states at the end, and then identify the hidden state a * T by selecting the maximum of δ T (s i ).
Besides, it is worth noting that the value of δ t−1 (s i ) should be normalized before calculating δ t (s i ) and ψ t (s i ) to avoid data underflow. After traversal, we try to obtain the final state sequence through backtracking. As a * T has been determined, a * T −1 can be selected out according to ψ T (a * T ). Similarly, the results of a * T −2 , a * T −3 ,· · · , a * 1 can also be found gradually. Finally, all of them make up the optimal hidden state sequence A * . To describe Algorithm 2 clearly, we give an example as follows.
Suppose we have three hidden states in this example and the initial state vector follows the uniform distribution. The transition matrix and the observation matrix are set as (8) .
The observation sequence and the temporary parameters for this example are shown in Fig.3 , where the threshold ρ is set to 0.3.
The observation sequence is shown in Fig.3(a) , and it contains 5 observations. After filtering hidden states, several low confidence states are deleted. For example, as o 1s 3 is less than ρ, the state s 3 won't be appear in the final state sequence at t = 1, and the corresponding weight is set to 0. Thus, the filtered o 1 is (0.5, 0.4, 0). In the parameter initialization step, δ 1 (s i ) is set to the product of initial probability β s i and observation probability P s i o 1 Fig.3(b) .
In the state space traversal, for each possible state s i at time t, the maximum probability δ t (s i ) is recursively calculated as the optimization of all the possible hidden state sequences. Take t = 4 for example. Suppose the hidden state is s 2 , the previous hidden state could be is larger than δ 4 (s 2 ) (s 3 ) , the final δ 4 (s 2 ) = 0.04284, and the pervious state is s 1 shown in Fig.3(c) . With the same method, we can get δ 4 (s 3 ) = 0.05488. After normalization, these two values are 0.44 and 0.56 respectively shown in Fig.3(b) .
In the backtracking, the optimal state sequence can be obtained from ψ t . Comparing δ 5 (s 1 ) and δ 5 (s 2 ) in Fig.3(b) , we can know that δ 5 (s 1 ) is larger than δ 5 (s 2 ). So the hidden state at t = 5 is s 1 . Observing Fig.3(c) , we can know that ψ 5 (s 1 ) = s 3 . Thus, the hidden state at t = 4 is s 3 . As ψ 4 (s 3 ) = s 3 , the hidden state at t = 3 is s 3 . Repeat this step, we can get the final optimal state sequence A * = {s 2 , s 2 , s 3 , s 3 , s 1 }.
III. EVALUATION
In this section, we compare WOODY with the classic postprocess methods on two public data sets. The performance comparison contains four metrics of recognition rate, robustness, effect of parameters and time overhead. The evaluating environment is Windows 7 system and Matlab with 2GB RAM and 2.5GHz CPU.
A. EXPERIMENT DESIGN
First of all, we select SARD [20] and HAPT [54] as the data sets in our experiments. Both of them contain the acceleration and gyroscope data provided by the smartphones. SARD is the product of Twente University, while HAPT is shared by UCI Machine Learning Repository. Secondly, we divided those sensing data into the fixed-size samples by the halfoverlapping sliding window. As the window size is set to 1s, we obtain 27000 and 11000 samples respectively from SARD and HAPT. Finally, we extract the features from each sample such as mean, variance, average cross rate, maximum, minimum and 10 low frequency coefficients of FFT (Fast Fourier Transformation). Since HAPT has provided 561 features, we only select the top 30 ones according to their scores by ReliefF algorithm [55] .
It is important to note that we make all the experiments on the premise of lacking training data. The samples of each user are selected as the test set in turn, and the samples of other users constitute the training set. In the following experiments, we select two popular classifiers of SVM and ELM to generate the labeled activity sequences as the input of post-process. In addition, the observation matrixes corresponding to SARD and HAPT are described in Table 1 and 2, which are built according to the confusion matrixes for activity recognition. Due to the different numbers of default activities in SARD and HAPT, the sizes of matrixes are inconsistent. Finally, the initial state vector is set to follow uniform distribution. According to Section I-C, HMM [47] , CRF [51] and LCCAS [53] are the most popular methods for post-process. The following sections will give the comparisons of our method and these three methods, and several parameters are described in Table 3 .
B. RECOGNITION RATE
Recognition rate is the primary index for performance evaluation, which measures the ratio of correctly labeled results to all samples. Fig.4 shows the average recognition rates of VOLUME 6, 2018 four post-process methods with respect to different classifiers and data sets. In Fig.4 , original represents the classification without any post-process, which is included in our experiments as a baseline. HMM, CRF and LCCAS represent the current post-process methods mentioned in Section I-C. Our method is denoted as WOODY in all the results. It is obvious that the average recognition rates are improved by HMM, CRF and WOODY compared with the original baseline. For both HMM and CRF, their increases are about 4%, while WOODY reaches 7%. Although HMM and CRF are different in Modeling, both of them focus on the context information and the transition probability between activities. Thus, their performances in Fig.4 are quite similar. In WOODY, not only the continuity of activities but also the confidence of results are considered in our WOHMM. In this way, the labels with low confidence are likely to be modified in post-process, the results with high confidence are preserved at last. Therefore, WOHMM obtains the higher recognition rate than HMM and CRF.
Additionally, it is interesting that LCCAS performs unstably in Fig.4 . Compared with original classification, the recognition rate of LCCAS is higher than the baseline in subfigure (a) and (c), almost equal in (d), and lower in (b). To explain this phenomenon, we analyze the cases of different users. Fig.5 shows the recognition rates of 10 users in SARD and HAPT. For user i, its samples are selected as the testing data, and the samples of other users are used as training data. In the best case of Fig.5 , the recognition rate increases by 12% (user 3 in Fig.5(a) ), but in the worst case there is a 17% reduction(user 7 in Fig.5(b) ).
In LCCAS, whether the label of current recognition result should be corrected or not is decided by the weighted average of predicted and current result vector. Because of its local view, LCCAS may obtain better performance than baseline when the correctly identified result gets a high confidence, but it also becomes worse in the opposite case. Moreover, the error in previous sample will affect the recognition of current sample, so the cumulative error is inevitable. Once it happens, it will be difficult to guarantee the final recognition rate. Especially in the scenario without the training data of new users, most of testing samples may locate close to the boundary of classes, so their classified results obtain relatively low confidence. At this point, it is likely that LCCAS causes cumulative error.
In order to analyze the effect of the post-process method further, Fig.6 and 7 show the average confusing ratio matrixes of different methods. As ELM performs worse than SVM, these figures just show the results of ELM. In these figures, each block indicates the recognition rate of two activities, and deep color means high recognition rate. Take Fig.6(a) for example, the block on the first row and the first column means the ratio that downstairs is recognized as walking. The deeper the color is, the larger this value will be. Observing the areas on the diagonal in Fig.6 and 7 , we can find that WOODY performs obviously better than other methods for each activity. This means WOODY can not only improve the overview recognition rate, but also can guarantee to improve the recognition rate of each activity, which implies WOODY performs very stable. Comparing the recognition rate of walking in Fig.6(a) and 6(d) , we can find that LCCAS performs slightly worse than original. It means this method can just improve the overview recognition rate, but cannot guarantee the improvement of each activity. It also proves this method performs unstable from another perspective.
Actually, WOODY combines the strength of HMM and LCCAS. In HMM, the optimal state sequence is calculated with the product of transition matrix and observation matrix. In this way, this method can avoid cumulative error effectively, but it cannot consider the confidence of each recognition result. Conversely, LCCAS considers the confidence of each recognition result, but mechanically modifying the result weight in this method can easily cause cumulative error. In WOODY, the optimal state sequence method is the same with HMM, and the weighted observation probability integrates observation probability with classification weights. Thus, this method prevents the weakness of these two methods on the condition that combines their strength, and the VOLUME 6, 2018 performance is very stable. In consideration of the unstable performance, we exclude LCCAS in the rest comparison experiments.
C. ROBUSTNESS
The activity duration is an important factor affecting the performance of post-process. In different scenarios, the activity duration varies significantly. In fact, it is easy to identify an activity lasting a long time, but difficult when activities change frequently. Therefore, we define the capacity that the post-process method is adaptive to various complex environments as robustness. To evaluate the robustness of WOODY, we randomly arrange the testing samples to reconstruct many different activity sequences. In this step, the duration of each activity is set to a specified value n, which means the average number of samples included by one activity. Besides, the transition probabilities between activities are randomly generated. In this way, we can simulate the activity sequences in different scenarios. Fig.8 shows the recognition rates of four methods with the increment of activity duration. Since the classification results of SVM and ELM are independent of the activity sequence, the curve of original classification in Fig.8(a) and 8(b) is a straight line parallel to the X-axis. Besides, the recognition rates of WOODY, HMM and CRF rise slowly with the increment of n, and WOODY performs better than the other two methods in all cases. Therefore, we can sum up two points. First, the activity duration is an important factor affecting the performance of post-process methods. The recognition rate in the scenario of frequent activity switching is lower than that when an activity lasting a long time. Second, since WOODY not only considers the labels of classification results as HMM and CRF did but also takes the result confidence into account, it is more likely to modify the results with low confidence in sequence. When the activities change constantly, the context information and transition probability become less helpful than the result confidence in recognition. Consequently, WOODY obtains the best robustness among the three postprocess methods.
D. TIME OVERHEAD
As the time overhead of CRF is much larger than HMM according to the conclusion of [56] , we only make comparison among original, HMM and our WOODY on SARD. Table 4 shows the average time overhead in each step of activity recognition. For the original method without postprocess, the time is consumed in feature extraction and classification, and they totally cost 0.9ms. Besides these two steps, HMM and WOODY include two more steps, that are parameter learning and sequence labeling. The parameter learning is used to obtain the parameters of HMM or WOHMM described in step 3 of Algorithm 1. In the step of sequence labeling, the most possible state sequence is calculated by Viterbi algorithm in HMM or our new algorithm designed for WOHMM.
As shown in Table 4 , the time overhead of sequence labeling in WOODY is slightly higher than HMM, and both of VOLUME 6, 2018 them are at least one order of magnitude less than other steps. The main reasons are as follows. The input of the feature extraction is the original sensing data. For each sample, the algorithm should handle 256 data points in our experiment. But for the sequence labeling, the input is the recognition result sequence, and only a few multiplications and additions are necessary for each sample. Therefore it takes much less time than other steps. Additionally, since the sequence labeling algorithm only needs to store several temporary variables such as δ and ψ, its storage overhead is also acceptable.
Besides, the time overhead of parameter learning is 0.5ms in Table 4 . It is larger than sequence labeling. Although it consumes much time, parameter learning is not a necessary step in post-process. For the same user, the confusion matrix and transition matrix are invariant in a period. In this case, parameter learning can be omitted, and time overhead is consequently reduced. In summary, although WOODY consumes more time, it improves post-processing performance with acceptable costs.
E. OPTIMUM OF ρ
The state filtering threshold ρ is proposed in Algorithm 2, and this parameter is designed to filter the hidden states which will not appear in state space traversal. This section will analyze the effect of this parameter, and obtain the optimal value. Fig.9 and Fig.10 respectively show the recognition rate and time overhead curves with the SARD data set as the threshold changes from 0 to 0.25. The curves of HAPT data set share the similar tendency.
In each subfigure of Fig.9 , there are three curves which are ''un-reconstruction'', ''reconstruction n=3'' and ''reconstruction n=4''. Among them, the ''un-reconstruction'' is the recognition rate that the testing sequence is not reconstructed, and the other two denote the testing sequences are reconstructed with n=3 and n=4 respectively. The reconstruction method is the same as Section III-C. Fig.10 indicates the time overhead in sequence labeling, and the time unit is 10 −3 ms.
Observing the ''un-reconstruction'' in Fig.9 , we can find that these two curves share the same tendency. In the beginning, the recognition rate declines slightly, and then it reduces evidently as ρ becomes large. This phenomenon is explained as follows. In activity classification, low weights always mean the corresponding activities are impossible be the final result, especially for the weights which are close to 0. However, there are still few incorrect classification results whose real labels' weights are nearly equal to 0. 1 For these samples, as the actual hidden states are filtered, the classification results cannot be correctly modified by the sequence labeling algorithm. Thus, the recognition rate declines slightly as the threshold is small. As the threshold increasing, more and more actual hidden states are filtered, and the recognition rate declines obviously.
Compared with the ''un-reconstruction'', ''reconstruction n=3'' and ''reconstruction n=4'' perform different. When the threshold is small, the recognition rates of these two curves improve as the threshold increase. After that, they decline. This phenomenon is explained as follows. These two curves are both corresponding to the situation that activities change frequently. In this case, the correlations between adjacent samples become weak. Thus, the post-process method which just depending on the activity sequence cannot correct the classification results effectively. After adding the hidden state filtering, most incorrect hidden states are excluded from the state space traversal. It is because of smaller state space that the recognition rates improve. Although the actual hidden states are still may be filtered out, positive effects brought by hidden states filtering outweigh its negative effects. Therefore, as the threshold is small, the recognition rates improve. When the threshold becomes large, more and more actual hidden states are filtered. At this time, the negative effects of hidden state filtering become obvious, and the recognition rates decline too.
Besides the recognition rate curves, we also need to analyze the time overhead curves in sequence labeling which are shown in Fig.10 . From these two curves, we can find that the time overhead declines by about 40% when the threshold changes from 0 to about 0.1, and reduces slowly after the value is larger than 0.1. The reason is as follows. After the hidden state filtering, the filtered state will not participate in state space traversal. As the hidden state space becomes small, the sequence labeling spends less time. After the threshold becomes larger, the increased number of filtered states becomes few, and the corresponding time overhead reduces slowly.
In summary, the effect of state filtering threshold is different from scenes to scenes. As the activities change frequently, the state filtering can reduce the hidden state space, and improve activity recognition. Considering these two figures, this parameter is set to between 0.04 and 0.07 would be reasonable.
IV. CONCLUSION
The smartphone-based activity recognition has been a promising research field for future applications. Although the powerful phone brings many advantages in data collection and processing, the differences between users and phone locations are still the serious problems affecting the performance of activity recognition. Instead of feature extraction and classification algorithm, post-process is a new direction focusing on the correction of wrong results in labeled sequence. In this paper, we propose WOODY, a novel post-process method locating and correcting the errors in classified activity sequence just like the woodpecker pecking holes to catch the pests. To improve performance, our WOHMM is built, which not only considers the context of activity sequence but also takes the confidence of classified results into account. To validate the effectiveness of WOODY, we have made a series of contrast experiments on the public data sets. The results show that WOODY has greatly improved the recognition accuracy in the premise of introducing a small amount of overhead. Especially in the scenario where activities switch frequently, WOODY shows its good robustness. In addition, although WOODY consumes a little more time, it is acceptable. 
